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Solidarity is Strength T-Shirts are
available in black ink on a red shirt
or red ink on black, and are
available in small, medium, large
and extra large.
The Leveller also have red and
black flags, measuring 3 ft by 2 ft
and hemmed for pole available
while there are still sets of 16

c o mme mo r a t iv e p o s tc a r d s
produced by Just Books in 2006 to
mark the 75th anniversary of the
start of the Spanish Revolution and
civil war. Regrettably we only
have room to show a couple of the
images. The set contains 8 black
and white images from photos and
8 full colour reproductions of

revolutionary posters from the
period.
T-Shirts cost £8.00
Flags are £10.00
Postcard sets £6.00.
Payment can be made by cheque/
postal order/IMO made out to ‘Just
Books Collective’ in sterling..
Send your order and payment to:
The Leveller, 9-11 Lombard
Street, Belfast, BT1 1RB

This years Belfast Festival at
Queen’s is set to be one of the
more interesting festivals in recent
memory. It is especially exciting
with the recent addition of noted
linguist and political commentator
Noam Chomsky.
He is speaking on behalf of the
Amnesty International Annual
Lecture and is set to deliver a talk
covering a varying range of topics,
from American foreign policy to
the current economic climate.
For those unfamiliar with the
name, Chomsky made his name

initially in the field of linguistics
offering dynamic and original
ideas. He came to prominence in
the area when he developed a
theory of ‘generative grammar’.
The theory supposed that humans
have an innate capacity for
generating systems of language.
Today Chomsky is more famously
known for his commentaries on
international affairs and his harsh,
yet succinct, critiques of American
foreign policy and the international
economic system that is dominated
by Western capitalism. His first
foray into the regime of political

critiques came through the
opposition to the Vietnam war. As
a professor at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology he was
able to use his position to bring
attention to the protests against the
war.

of State’. Chomsky has drawn his
critics in Anarchism for his views
that the state can partly be used in
reaching an Anarchical society,
but nevertheless he is still an
important figure in the Anarchist
movement.

Chomsky is also a self confessed
Anarchist. He is both revered and
seen as a controversial figure in
the Anarchist movement. His first
essay on Anarchism originally
appeared in Daniel Guerin’s
‘Anarchism’ but was also
published in Chomsky’s own
collection of essays ‘For Reasons

His talk takes place on the 30t h of
October in Whitla Hall, Queens
University, Belfast at 7:30pm.
Tickets for the talk are available
from the website http://
www.belfastfestival.com
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